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About This Game

Hello Professor Watts here and I have some research to do on memory skills. I have assembled a wide variety of shapes and
colors to put our memory to the test. We can see how we're doing by completing matches in a specific amount of time and

earning points to track our overall progress. It would really help having someone sharp like yourself on my team to complete this
research. Complete 80 challenging randomized memory match puzzles and aim for a new top score each time you play.
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The Dark Souls of arcade space shooters. An extremely high-quality adventure puzzle game with very good art design and voice
acting. The story and setting itself is similar to a 1930's pulp novel and perhaps more specifically, to the Indiana
Jones/Romancing the Stone type of adventure action movie. It's great.. Hi,

So, you are destroying asteroids \/ meteorites that are on trajectory to hit earth. If one hits a city it can damage and destroy th
city and lower your score. Zero, score, earth is lost. There is Survival mode, A mode where you must supply and I think protect
a starship, and a mode where the population must take the ship and leave (exodus), Easy 4 difficulties, and a switch to have
supplies sent by actual pod instead of instant, so orbital position determines dealy.

You can choose one of two Robots. The robot is in orbit, with functioning orbital mechanics. now free flying around, you
position your feet (thrust vector) in the opposite direction of the intended direction you want to change the shape of the orbit.
So, thrusting away from the earth for say 45 degrees of orbit travel with distort the orbit into an ellipse. You can have part of
your orbit in the atmosphere this way, or a really big obit on one leg, etc\u2026

You have an autopilot that uses the WADS keys and two others that align you in the important angles with the orbital plane, and
you hit Q to thrust. You can disable autopilot and go crazy with orbit shapes. There appears to be functioning gravity and orbital
physics for everything, you, your projectiles, asteroids, etc\u2026 but the scale of the earth and your orbit distance is
compressed.

Space swaps between a view that allows selecting cities on earth, or asteroids, you yourself (R) and the mouselook view of the
robot.

Tactical View (robot) can look in any direction and shoot weapons from the arms attached to the view. There is a rectical.
Around the reticle is a ring representing your scanner range. Inside the circle is your tracking range. Objects outside the tracking
ring in sensor range show up as orange arrows along the ring. Look toward the arrow to find an incoming object. Inside the
tracking ring can still be outside of actually tracking, since you can line up far away object, but you can lock onto object once
inside that range, and get various upgrades help with targeting.

You can destroy incoming objects with 4 weapons;
1. Rail gun: Long range, fast firing, free ammo, weak damage. Can break apart big object into many small objects, which is
challenging. Gravity affect the projectiles, and they can damage earth and the cities. This is run by a crew member out of many
that you can pick, and give positive and negative perks that you assign at game start. Crew are on earth in cities, and if that city
is destroyed, you have to move him for that station to function - same for every station in this list. The Time Of Flight, Damage,
Rate of Fire can be upgraded 5 levels each.

2. Plasma Gun: Short Range, four plasma spheres released per shot, anything they hit and damage enough seems to vaporize.
High damage, good for close groups. Uses Ammo. Can\u2019t hurt earth. Upgrade Time, Damage Speed 5 levels.

3. Missiles: Lock onto a Target and the missile will track and intercept the object. I think very damaging. Uses ammo. Upgrade
Time, Damage, Acceleration 5 levels.

4. Robot Punch. You can fire your right hand out for a short distance and hit very close stuff. It\u2019s on a cable that rolls it
back in. No crew for punch.

5. The Sensor. The sensor is upgradeable for Range, and Speed of lock, and you can add Range Finder, Lead Computing Sight,
and Targeting Computer (locks firing angle to lead)

The Strategic(?) view allows you to click on cities, hit (R) to lock onto robot, and any objects in sapce. Cities are very
important. They produce money for your upgrades and suppliers. You can click on any one and you will be able to:
1. Perform any of the upgrades I mention above. Cost money.

2. Send ammo, and thruster fuel to the robot, instant of by pod. Cost money.
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3. Build and deploy outside cities (I think anywhere) Gunships, Missile Silos, and Tanks. Cost money.You can also upgrade
these units in similar fashion to your weapons, and it applys to all units existing. The units are not permanent.They un-deploy
after a period.

I am finding this game very deep and quite challenging. Functioning gravity and orbital mechanics are neat to play around with.
I am glad I picked it up, nothing quite like it, and the engine is version 2 of the engine they use for their hard core military
simulations. They have complex sensor simulations in the engine if it is even exactly the same as old engine, they do military
contract work (sonor for sure) and now we seem to have spherical earth simulation with gravity for weapons and platform to
operate on. I hope to see the next great naval combat simulation come from them, but I can see more than that supported by this
engine.
. 4.5 hours and they wont give me MY money back for this sad sad game. I rarely put thumbs down for a game but...
Even if it's not that bad, i can't really recommend this game :-(
For an adventure game released in 2014 it's not really good.
Everything is average: the graphics, the game mechanics, the story.
Maybe some hidden objects scenes would have added something, i don't know.
You don't feel involved in the story that mixes too many things together, so you finally end moving on the map going to the next
shown point to do some action.
4/10 for me & thumbs down :-(. Awesome game.

I think this game is supposed to make you rage, I like that, since I like those kind of games. It's challenging to practice but a lot
of fun at the same time. I recommend you playing this game if you haven't.. I honestly could not believe it when I randomly
searched this classic game from my childhood today and it popped up as being able to be downloaded on Steam. This game is
and always has been an absolute gem. Undoubtedly the games strength lies in the voice acting and sense of humor and irony and
it's very well done and genuinely hilarious. There's an underlying British-type 'An American Werewolf in London' style of
humor that everyone might not appreciate, but I honestly haven't found a game since that has made me laugh so much (The
phantom of the opera is my favorite character). The story is a good length split across two parts and there's some very scary
moments (The Fun House still haunts me to this day and I'm 21). It's PACKED full of references to classic horror films and the
game-play is a point-and-click style typical of games of this age, and the graphics are too, don't expect a graphical phenomenon;
saying that the cut-scenes (And there's a lot of them) still look pretty good. Lots of puzzles too, usually involving using items in
conjunction with one another.

I had the pleasure of talking to one of the developers on the game a few years back and they had such a tiny development team
and audience it's incredible that it's up here. Thanks developers, thanks Steam!
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5000 achievements in like 5 seconds.. Awesome game so far, love the comic theme of this game and the movements as well.
Excited to see where this game goes!. Not my type. This game is pretty horrid, but I got it for free and it came with steam cards.

Buy it on sale, for those sweet, sweet steam cards.
. Can this even be described as a product?. - can't control the creatures in your dungeon :(
- low copy of Dungeon Keeper
- the main story was very easy but A Game of Winter DLC was a very big pain and a challenge
- you gather Evilness only when destroying camps not units
- really we need adds that promotes Kalypso products in-game ??
- A Clash of Pumpkins, A Song of Sand and Fire and A Chance of Dragons DLC's are skirmish maps :(:(

+ A Game of Winter DLC was very nice
+ some dialogs were very funny
+ background music

If you want to kill some time is good. Just doesn't work with Oculus.

For some reason everything you hold in your left hand is pointing down at 90 degrees from where it should be, so you have to
hold your left hand at a painfully awkward angle to use anything. So the shield points flat face to the floor, as does the bow.
Makes it impossible to play. I can find no way of switching the weapons. If it got fixed it would be a nice looking game, but as it
is it is unplayable for me.. \u0130t s awsome and it s super cheap just play it. The good old days and what a version this is! Best
version out there! This is an awesome game, I
do have this for the C64 and now can play it on my PC! ;-)

Super game, extremely addictive too!. The late 2000's gave us a cool new type of game which I like to call the "media player"
genre: you load up music files from your own computer and they generate the level you play, often with elements of a rhythm
game. This fad gave us many classic games such as Beat Hazard and Audiosurf, and continues strong to this day with games like
Melody's Escape and Drive Any Track. It's personally one of my favorite types of game. Unfortunately, it also gave us some real
stinkers like Ugly Baby and Turba.

Turba is supposed to be a rhythm-based match-3 game, but it's so ill-conceived and badly-designed on so many levels that
it\u2019s almost a work of art. The basis of the game is that you\u2019re supposed to select groups of same-colored blocks,
then right-click to clear them to the rhythm of the music. You get more points for using multiplier blocks, for keeping the
rhythm, and for selecting one group of each color before clearing them at once. There are three game modes which determine
how the tiles will appear: Free mode will give you a Bejeweled-style wall of blocks, Descend mode makes the tiles slowly push
from the top of the screen like Tetris Attack, and Ascend mode makes tiles gradually appear on top of other tiles. To help you
control the board, you\u2019re also given a choice of a rechargeable special power, which ranges from generating wildcard
blocks to shooting blocks with a laser. The special powers gradually unlock and grow stronger the more you play.

The game concepts are all horrible, not just in practice but also in theory. For starters, the core game mechanic of dragging
paths through colored groups is a terrible idea. Depending on what mode you play, the whole board is gradually moving, and
punishment tiles are decaying and causing the board to collapse. In other words, the game consists of dragging paths through
blocks which are always unexpectedly shifting or falling from underneath your mouse cursor. Imagine trying to draw pixel art in
Microsoft Paint as the window will randomly jerk around, and you can get an idea of how it feels like to play Turba. I think the
idea was that you\u2019re supposed to carefully select tiles between beats of the music, but it\u2019s ruined thanks to the beat
detection.

Beat detection is downright unreliable. The game\u2019s registration of beats seems mostly random except on the most specific
types of songs, so it\u2019s completely up to luck whether or not clicking on a drumbeat of the song will break your combo or
keep it going. To get reasonable scores, I had to find a (very) small handful of songs in my library where the beat detection
actually worked and stick to those.

Then you have to deal with the bombs. You cannot even rock out to your own music, because the game will constantly spawn
time bombs which beep obnoxiously like 90\u2019s-era digital alarm clocks. They spawn on random tiles which must be cleared
before they blow up into a 3x3 square of punishment blocks. On the higher difficulties it\u2019s nearly impossible to get rid of
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them, because they\u2019ll just keep spawning, and often land in places that are unreachable anyway. Defending against bombs
is not interesting and not fun, not to mention that it ruins the music, and I don\u2019t see how anyone thought it was a good
idea.

The menus are so badly-designed that they must be seen to be believed. They\u2019re filled with pointless, lethargic menu
animations that sometimes take up to five seconds for buttons to slide into place or fade in. The selection box around items is a
soft glow which is so hard to see that it might as well not be there. The menu music has some of the most depressing, boring
tracks I have ever heard. Whereas games like Audiosurf punch you in the face with electronica the minute you hit the title
screen and get you pumped to play the game, Turba\u2019s \u201csong select\u201d menu music will forever be burned into
my mind as the official theme song for watching paint dry.

I\u2019ve hunted for the achievements and tried to master the gameplay, and I feel like I gave Turba an honest chance at
capturing my heart, but it never even come close. The gameplay is just aggravating, obtuse, and unrewarding. The minor
satisfaction I got from holding a long beat streak was destroyed by unreliable beat detection breaking my combos, the massive
frustration of trying to paint selection areas as the board is constantly falling and shifting, and that constant beeping of the time
bombs over the music that never seems to go away.

Bleh. Awful.
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